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VSE Briefing Paper

Theme One / Two Key Question
What impact is our contribution to practitioner enquiry and professional learning with
schools having on learning and teaching, particularly for our most vulnerable pupils?

Background
What information, knowledge and data do we have?
Analysis of evaluation feedback tells us that practitioners are generally positive about the content
and the direction being taken in their CLPL. The EPS is however keen to drill down and evaluate
whether the existing approach to CLPL is the most effective, or whether there are better ways to
build capacity in schools. Critically reflective dialogue between EPS practitioners would suggest that
there is some variability in how effective some schools are at supporting pupils with ASD, Dyslexia
and Attachment related needs, and we are keen to ensure excellence and equity for the children and
young people who make up these categories of vulnerable learners.
One of the key challenges in our evaluation of the impact of CLPL is evidencing the chain of impact,
or ‘Golden Thread’, between what we are doing to build capacity in schools and how this links
directly to improving the wellbeing and attainment of these identified groups of vulnerable learners.
We have specifically chosen to evaluate this area of our work through VSE to improve our
approaches to evidencing impact.
In this activity we will look at key performance information that has been gathered through staff
evaluations over time. We will be looking at both quantitative and qualitative data. We will be
scrutinising this data through critical, reflective discussion in order to understand the key themes
emerging from the data that we have, and identifying any gaps or weaknesses in our evaluation
approach, with a view to addressing these.

Activity Outline, Rationale and Outcomes
What are we doing?
We are reviewing our existing evaluation data to evidence how well we are doing and what our
capacity for improvement is. We will engage in critically reflective discussion to achieve this. We
will be addressing the key questions detailed in this briefing paper; however we will use the Scoping
and Scanning Cycle (Transforming Lives Through Learning, Education Scotland, 2016) to give a
framework to the discussion.
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Why have we chosen this activity?
We have chosen this activity as we recognise the importance of stakeholder feedback in informing
the EPS approach to improvement through self-evaluation.
Quality Management in Local Authority Educational Psychology Services (HMIe, 2007) outlines the
importance of evaluating quantitative and qualitative data that demonstrates the extent to which
staff:


Are motivated, confident and valued;



Improve their practice through training activities;



Have positive experiences of the quality of central services and external / partner agencies;



Work effectively in teams.

In so doing, we aim to establish how well we meet the needs of our stakeholders, and what we need
to do to improve.
What is the evidence base for this type of activity?
The Scoping and Scanning Cycle (Transforming Lives Through Learning, Education Scotland, 2016) is
advocated as good practice in the course of self-evaluation for self-improvement by Education
Scotland, specifically where the aim is to empower transformational change and leadership.
What key questions do we intend to answer in this activity?


How good are we at ensuring the best possible outcomes for East Renfrewshire’s most
vulnerable learners through our approach to CLPL?



How good is our leadership and approach to improvement through CLPL?



How good is the quality of support and education we offer to staff through CLPL?



What information, knowledge and data do we currently have? Are we making best use of this
and, if not, how can we improve?



What is the unique contribution of the Educational Psychology Service in delivering CLPL?



What are we trying to accomplish through CLPL?



Is our approach to CLPL building capacity? If so how?



What are the strengths of our approach?



What weaknesses and barriers are there and how will we address and overcome these to
improve?



Is our approach to CLPL evidence based and, if so, how do we know?



Is our approach equitable / does it promote equity across schools?



Are wellbeing outcomes being improved for children and young people as a result of CLPL we
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provide and, if so, in what way?


Is our approach to CLPL raising attainment? If so how?



How are we measuring this?



What opportunities are there to improve our performance? (What could / should we be doing
differently?)



Do we have all the information we need? / Is there anything else we need to consider?



Looking outward, what can we learn from how other services deliver CLPL?



Looking forward, what changes, if any, do we need to make in our approach to the delivery and
evaluation of CLPL?
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Thank you for participating in this evaluation activity.
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